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Do firms maximize profits?

Economics frequently treats firm as “blackbox” which
transforms inputs into outputs through a process of profit 
maximization.

How realistic an approximation is this?
In reality, firms involve a collection of individuals and
stakeholders with different interests

Is there enough discipline to lead firm to profit (value) 
maximization?



1) Internal discipline

Who controls managers within the firm?
− Shareholders (problem: dispersion)
− Boards of directors (problem: insiders)
− Other stakeholders (problem: how)

How to control firm managers.
− Agency problem (owners as principal)
− Asymmetric information, moral hazard, risk aversion
− High and low-powered incentive schemes
− Optimal solution and feasible solution



2) Labor market discipline

Managers don’t always work for the same firm

Managers’ reputation is a function of past performance

Managers’ future compensation is a function of reputation

Hence, managers have an incentive to perform (financially 
speaking)



Executive Corporation Position Compensation
Angela Ahrendts Apple Vice President $73,351,124

Steven M. Mollenkopf Qualcomm Chief Executive Officer $60,740,592

Paul E. Jacobs Qualcomm Chairman $56,941,992

Robert A. Iger Walt Disney Chairman, Chief Executive Officer $46,497,018

Philippe P. Dauman Viacom Chief Executive Officer, President $44,334,858

Thomas E. Dooley Viacom Chief Operating Officer, Vice President $34,953,714

Rex W. Tillerson Exxon Mobil Chairman, Chief Executive Officer $33,096,312

Eric J. Foss Aramark Chief Executive Officer, President $32,422,382

Derek K. Aberle Qualcomm President $32,103,659

John S. Watson Chevron Chairman, Chief Executive Officer $25,970,417

Greg C. Garland Phillips 66 Chairman, Chief Executive Officer $24,508,433

Stephen P. MacMillan Hologic Chief Executive Officer, President $24,458,289

Eduardo H. Cue Apple Vice President $24,445,739
Jeffrey E. Williams Apple Vice President $24,403,235
Mark Schwartz Goldman Sachs Vice Chairman $24,225,462

Lloyd C. Blankfein Goldman Sachs Chairman, Chief Executive Officer $22,162,912

Charles E. Bunch PPG Industries Chairman, Chief Executive Officer $21,628,081

Howard Schultz Starbucks Chairman, Chief Executive Officer $21,466,454

Top US Executive Pay in 2014
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3) Product market discipline

Under intense competition only the best survive
Only when the tide goes out do you discover who’s been swimming
naked. —Warren Buffett

Competition as yardstick

4) Capital market discipline
Non-profit maximizing firms have lower than potential value. 
Hence, they are prime target for acquisition

Problem 1: If raider can increase firm value why haven’t 
shareholders done so?
Problem 2: If raider is going to increase firm value, why do I sell 
my shares to the raider?



What determines the firm’s boundaries?
Why should firms be of the size they are; why not smaller or bigger?
What does economic analysis have to say about firm size?

Useful to divide this into two questions:
what determines the horizontal extension of the firm
what determines the degree of vertical integration

Horizontal boundaries are largely determined by the cost function
Examples: cement factories vs bakeries (different Minimum Efficient 
Scales)

Vertical boundaries are mostly due to specific assets: the Fisher
Body case (coach maker bought by General Motors)
Intermediate cases, e.g.:
− Tapered integration
− Franchising



Minimum Efficient Scales at the plant and firm-level

Efficiency of production requires only 5 car manufacturers in the EU and 
no more than one aircraft firm in the UK







Why are firms different?

Only 20% of the variance in firm profit rates can be explained by 
observable firm and industry characteristics (size, investment in R&D 
and advertising, market share, concentration ratios, ownership, etc.).

Where does the remaining 80% come from? Why don’t lower 
performance firms imitate higher performance firms?

− unique resources, e.g.: patents (e.g., aspartame), trade secrets (e.g.,
Coke formula), star talent (e.g., Steve Jobs)
− causal ambiguity (e.g., Toyota)
− History (e.g., learning curves, network effects)
− Firm strategy: some firms play their cards better



Persistence of profits for high profit firms
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Takeaways
Although management and ownership are normally separated, there are
reasons to believe that deviations from profit maximization cannot be too
large The precise meaning of “not too large” remains an unresolved
empirical question

The horizontal boundaries of the firm are largely determined by cost
considerations. The vertical boundaries result from the balance between
investment incentives (specific assets) and performance incentives

Firm performance varies a great deal. Firms are different because of
impediments to imitation, causal ambiguity, historical events, or simply firm
strategy

Managerial practices are very important in order for firms to enter survive
and grow!!
https://www.core-econ.org/the-economy/book/text/16.html#q9kYwVciFnI

http://www.core-econ.org/the-economy/book/text/16.html#q9kYwVciFnI


Managerial practices at the frontier (careful programming of activities, clearly
defined goals, ex-post measurement, use of incentives, training programs for 
workers, pay linked to productivity premia – Key Performance Indicators)



THE TECH-TITANS: GAFAM
(Google/Alphabet, Amazon, Facebook/Meta, Apple, Microsoft)

Giants active on two sided markets (that link firms with consumers,
firms with firms or consumers with consumers) that reached a size
such that there are risks of abuse of a dominant position (exclusion
of rivals, barriers to entry) or of collusion.

- Internal growth (Apple and Amazon) or acquisitions? (Whatsapp and
Instagram bought by Facebook, Youtube and Double Click bought by
Google)

- Personalized prices (discrimination)
- Gathering of data that can be used in a non-trasparent way or can

be leaked (privacy and data security)
- Diffusion of fake news

(The last two issues are more related to social and political aspects, and
less to economics)





What to do?Mentimeter

- Let them free to operate without rules?
(think about internet search engines)

- Break-up the giants into smaller firms?
(AT&T was trasnformed into 6 different companies, the Baby Bells)

- Force them to change business practice?
(Telecom companies were forced to guarantee the number portability or monthly

tariffs, Microsoft was forced to make his operating systems compatible with the systems
developed by rival firms)

- Monitor them constantly?
(why do personalized advices frequently appear on emails or on fb-wapp?)

- Severely punish them with fines?
(Many recent Antitrust investigations are relative to GAFAMor other similar firms)



- Example: if one searches “Nikon camera” on Google he gets at the top of the screen offers that 
are selected by Amazon and by Unieuro, firms that pay a fee to Google. To the right, one can see 
a shop located in Rivoli (certainly not the closer shop to the SME's school!), and other 15 shops, 
that are paying fees as well. The required information (light blue arrow) finally appears, but it is 
not on the top!

- If one uses other search engines (Bing, MSN), a different set of information is obtained!
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